Cancer. It’s the last word you want to hear. It marks the beginning of a most difficult journey for you and your loved ones, carrying with it psychological effects one cannot navigate alone. Duncan Darrow lost his mother to lung cancer and recalls how quickly life was turned upside down. Inspired to help others venturing down a similar path, he completed rigorous training courses to become a volunteer with East End Hospice. The services late-stage patients received were invaluable, and Darrow endeavored to support newly diagnosed patients in their journey as well. In 2002, Fighting Chance was founded and is now the nation’s oldest and largest free counseling center.

“Life is turned upside down and you go down this deep dark well,” Darrow recalls. “The way cancer treatment was organized on the East End in those days was for chemotherapy and radiation treatments, but no social workers or navigators. There was no one to help you figure it out and the internet was still in its infancy at that time. As a caregiver, it was frustrating.”

The nonprofit organization first produced a resource guide for coping with cancer on the East End that was distributed in libraries, churches, and available at their small Sag Harbor office. People were calling and asking about practical things, like where to buy a wig, and Darrow felt there was a need to further expand. There was a psychological distress produced from the disease that needed to be addressed.

Darrow brought on Karrie Robinson as an oncology social worker in 2004. With 15 years of experience at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York City, she had amassed a tremendous body of knowledge in trauma resulting from a cancer diagnosis. She was able to comfort and counsel patients, a service that proved to be invaluable to those Fighting Chance helps. Sharing that the differences between one-on-one counseling compared to other methods are profound, Darrow says Dr. William Di Scipio, a psychologist and counselor with Fighting Chance, did a study that found symptoms of a cancer diagnosis are similar to PTSD.

“You essentially have a near death experience triggered when you hear those terrifying words,” Darrow explains. “Hyper anxiety, hypertension, depression, fear of death, and nightmares; it’s that set of psychological disturbances. If you can get with someone one-on-one for a good period of time they begin to trust the counselor and begin to see there’s a way to talk through these fears that are gripping them.”

Patients that seek the guidance of Fighting Chance typically come in weekly for two to three months. The most common format is private patient and counselor sessions, though the organization offers sessions for the patient, their caregiver, and the counselor, as well as family counseling. In addition to a fear of death instilled in many at the time of a diagnosis is also the confusion that comes during the course of treatment. There is a stage where patients are looking for doctors and trying to learn how they can be helped, which brings them into another stage of being overwhelmed by complex information. With a navigator that serves as more of a case manager than just a health professional, Fighting Chance’s ultimate goal is empowering the patient to get to the point where they can regain composure and can feel like they’re digesting the data.

The local East End community has been active in supporting Darrow’s cause. Wölffer Estate Vineyards’ annual Lighting of the Vines takes place the Saturday after Thanksgiving and includes a charity holiday wreath auction benefitting Fighting Chance. Hampton Jitney CEO Geoff Lynch understands the need of reliable transportation for patients venturing in and out of Manhattan for medical treatment. Transportation can be expensive, and Fighting Chance raises money to allow patients to ride free. In a dollar-for-dollar matching program, Hampton Jitney pays for 50% of the ticket prices and helps cover the costs of approximately 1,000 tickets every year.

What comes next for Fighting Chance and the hundreds of people they help each year is the exciting unveiling of the new Phillips Family Cancer Center at Stony Brook Southampton, expected to celebrate with a ribbon cutting ceremony in February 2019. In addition to medical treatment, the center will serve as a second location for the organization to provide free counseling services.

“It’s pretty difficult these days on the East End for a doctor not to mention Fighting Chance,” Darrow shares. “At the core of what we do is the gold standard of counseling. It’s one-on-one between a patient and an oncology social worker. They help you navigate this journey. They’re in the boat with you.”